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‘ABSTRACT

The effect of fluid injection to control water
cor2ing in oil and gas wells was i~estigated
Analytical and” model techniques were employed.
The factors investigated were the position and
length’” of’ the completioti itierval, the point “of’
fluid injection, the viscosity of 4the injected fluid
and ‘the relat iue thickness of the oil and water
sect ions; The result ing in~luence; of these factors
on the net producing water-oil ratio was determined.

Several irnportarztconclusiys can be drawn {rQrn
the st t+ -in general, it was found that the net
producing watei+-oil3ratio can be reduced, by iluid
injection. The magni+yde of ibis reduction depended

,)on.#be ~actbs Iist ed ab~ve.. An imPortant, PFaCtica~-
‘consideratio< is tbat the inject iort fluid may be
either oil or wa~eti. [j the injected fluid is. less
dense than the~c+rzaie water of the reservoir, the

‘fluid will not he lost, This fact is reassuring when
U#luable ofl i~(,be ing injected. Efforts lo suppess
water p@uctio~ were more kticcessfrd when the

, injection fluid was ~qre viscous than the ~reservoir
oil, or when’ ‘b zonk -of reduced permeability ekisted
in tbrrtiicinity of tbe’’point of-[luid ~nject ion. Under

,<
/‘ test conditioti,, htt]e ~benefit was derived-through

,,. the ‘ use of impermea~le -barriers or :cement’ *’pan-,. . . .
cakes 8‘.

!, ... INTRODUCTION ~‘ .

The occurrence of wate:, coning has been known
., for at leaat,60 years. ITIthin oil or gas pay sections,

the presence of an oil-water or gas-water con.tqct

...... .. .
..—

. .
-+,...:.

hinders production and, often causes early abandon-
ment of ‘the afflicted well if a comple:~on is ‘even

.- amempted~ E,vert. whe’n relatively. thick pay sections
are’ found, tfie encroachment of water when a water

; drive ‘is present will eventually pose serious water,
coning probIpms.’ This wa;er is often corrosive, “’.‘
exp~~’sive co separate from the qil or gas and is
costly to dispose of. ,“ “,

._:_ ~=zT-h:theory of water coning has.b.een dis.c.ussed..
by a ntirnbZiiof4a%>%~s~~ti; ~#~"Ef;eflj;-tiaFe**6fi*g==

{ . . ,
to the producing interval in a well is due to pres-
sure gradients”, resuliing from th”e production of
fltiid from the- reservoir; These pressure gradients
will caus+ a water cc’n&’ro!rise toward the bottom
of the producing interval if a water-oit ok water-gas
contact exists. The tendency of the water to cone
is offset, or partially offset by gravity forces since
the water has a higher specific gravity than the
oil. A bal~ce then exiets between twq forces’,
gravitational” forces arising from the #ifference in
specific. gravities of the oil and water, and the
pressure gradients causing the flow of fluids to the
wellbore. If the pressure gradient exceeds the
gravitational force, water coning to the wellb~re
occurs arid water production results.
~ Though tke years considerable thoti~ht has .
deen given “to the water coning problem, M&e than
50 U.S. Patents have been granted to itiventors on
the sub ject; A relatively complete literature re~iew
of the water coning problem has been made. 5 A
number of these Daterits hold considerable Promise
for the solution & the partial solution of th~ water
anii/or, the coning problem. ” Very little has been
written describing field tests of techf~i qyes for t,he
suppression of water coning. A notable exception ~.,
is the paper by West. 6 He reports success in reducing
gas coning by. a combination of gravel packing and.. .-.
oil injection above--the oil-producing “intei%al.- He”” “
also descri~”es c“a comparable method to preient ~

water coning, but provides no field example-s.
This “study” experimentaIJy and analy~ically-

verifies the benefits of. oil injection ‘as E! means
of p&tially or completely suppressing the water :
cone. While the gas coning problem-was not treated, ‘
it is anticipated that results comparable to those
obtained in water. suppression could be ob:ained ‘
with sredticed oil injection since the viscosity

‘contrast between” oil and gas exceeds. ti-k !aww~er’” “-’
oil and water. FQK the, purpose of this study) the” ‘ ~~‘:
convention al potential flow theory was “@plikd ‘to “. ..-
ch~ w’~ter-coning probIem. The experimental veri-
fication centered on both ~ radial and. a. linear ~,,
mod~el.The model study permitted the inv~stigation

--of: co.m~~~~f~ ..&~g~g~i~~s&*Qd_z~~{.use.. of -~~‘-:~.~~::’=-
F

>-L.. -..-... a. ~
“flfi~s=-of differ gg densitie~ and’ +iscosit~s. IQo
analytic ‘ expressions me ‘available to permit a
‘solution of the probIkm ,as stated (see Fig. 1). ” - ~,.,.
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POTENTIAL FLOW THEORY Am
APPLICATION TO THE WATER-

CONING PROBLEM

Most analytical approaches to the fluid-flow
problem have been based upon the methods of
classical, hydrodynamics,’a branch of applied math-
ematics which deals with “the perfect or ideal
fluid. This hypothetical fluid is incompressible

~and non-viscous by “definition. In. addition, the
fluid, can slip along ”its, boundaries without resist-
ance. Despite these very limiting assumptions, the
Potential flow theory of classic~l hydrodynamics
permits the solu~ion -of many practicai problems in
fluid dynamics. It is possible tgdevelop expressions
for the ‘streamlines and isopotentipf lines for a
number .of cases of two-dimensional fluid flow of
intere sr in the water-coning problem. It is also
possible to add two or more,.flow coning patt&rns
to obtain solutions of more ccmplex systdms. This
procedure has been followed to develop shalytical
expressions applicable to water coning and to the
injection of fluid to reduce water pioduc ing” ratek.

Fig. 2, is a plot of the flow streamlines{ from a
uniform soiuce to a point sink in a two-dimensional
system. The analytical expression for the stream
function is: 7“

*=+
[

tanb ~
n-y

arctan tan —.——
2 L,“ .12L

,., ,.. . . . ..~l. . . .. . . . . . (1).,

A~pend~x contains the derivation for fIow from the
mid point to upper side “of a two:dimen sional. s~stem.
Fig. .3 shows the configuration of the ‘necessary.?
sonrce and sink , and the re suiting streamlines.
Eq. 18 describes the analytical expression, In .
plotting the figures, a multiplying factor of 1,000
has been used ;O avoid fractional {values. The ‘
height L of, th~, s ystern was tgken p? btiing one.
The asqigned value of Q was rr.,. .

The above-mentioned analytical equation can be
added in any proportion and still satisfy, the, La-
place equa~iori, i. e., is analytic Wd is ‘a harmonfc
function; In or{er to compare the resuks ~f the
anal yticaI development with an experime’txal oil
and water sys~ern, S the- strength of the source of
Fig. 3 was”reduce~ froin unity to 0.396, and added
to ‘the -value .of the” stream function pIotted [n Fig.

-.,.. -

2. The “resulting flow configuration is shown in
Fig= 4. The injection- point source strerigth was
calculated by noting that in the experimental system
(Table 3 of Ref. 5), the uniform source flow rate
of reservoir oil., and water totalled 0.929 ‘cc/sec.
The injection-oil point source strength was 0.368
cc/see. The + = O line represents the” boundary
between the flow ffom’ th~ uniform source to the
right of the figure and the flow’ from the source at
the mid point of’ the left side of thg system. If,
for the purpose of visualization, the ,* = 1,000

, line were considered to be the water-oil contact, ”
the,n the resyrlting flow configuration would represent
the inj~,c$ion of fluid slightly above the original
oil-water contact for the case where there is zero
density d~feience between che oil and. w,arer.

Fig. 5 was plotted to provide a com@riaon of.
the experimentally and analytically derived ‘cone

. shapes and the corresponding injection fluid pro-
files, The analytical cone shape for the zero fluid
density difference was traced by using the same
inlet cone heiEht as in the ~xperiment al case.
Since’ ‘the oil- w-ater c~ritact is ~ stre reline, the; ~

{shape of the cone could be traced in b paralleling
,. 1
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the streamlines plott~d in Fig. 4.
Fig. 5 demonstrates the gravitational forces

which act when flu’ids of different densities are
used. When no density difference betwe~n the
fluids exists, the CUSP of water io the pr&lucing
interval is of considerable width. This creates a
large cross-sectional area thtou~h which’ water
may flow. When the lower fluid (water) is more
dense. than the upper fluid (oil), the injection of a
fl~d (oil) at the same rate as in the zero dens+y
difference case results, in; a smaller cross sectional
area for the flow of water to the producing interval.
In the experimental system t~~injection< and reser-
voir oils had viscosities “and’densities. of 2.18, cp
and 0.826 (39.8°API), respebtivel y. The water had..
a.,viscosity of 0.905 cp and. a density of 1.’0078.
A,s might be ,expected). the ~reater, the density”
difference between the oil and water of the practical
case, the smalIer will be the water producing rate
for a given oil producing rate._ ,,

An interesting feature of Fig. ”5 is the position
of the’ lower boundary of the injection fldd for the
zero and the finite-’density difference cases. Where

,gravity is effkctive, the injection oil is buoyed ,up
(the dashed’ curve). From this, one would expect
that the injectiotr of $31 of the same specific gravity
as the re siecvoir water should. re sttlt in the pog+ion
of the lower pact of the boundary approxim+ ~,eli
coinciding with the curve shown for the zero-density
difference case (the solid line). ,,
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It may also be observed from Fig. 5 that “the ,<
negative slope,’ of the oil-water contact to the right

..<
,’

of the diagram is larger when there is a difference
in the densities of the two fluids. This interface
shape is necessary for dynamic equilibrium of che
oil and water secticins when the flow of the water
has been reduced “by gravitational forces and/ok
by fluid injeceion. ,This is evident from consideration
of the siuration existing when che water cone is at
the maximum possibIe height. for water-free oiI
,production. If the water is at rest with oil flowing.
almve toward the prodticing incefial, then ? finiti
slope of the oil-water contact must exist. A presscure
differential is present both in ,the oil- layer and in
che water layer when the oil is-flowing, If the water
is ac rest,” then the pressure differential must be ~-
reflected as the slope of the oil-water contact~ ..

In the cases where there is no density ‘cotitrasc ,,

between che fluids, flow will occur at every point ..
in che,s yscem except at the st agntition point s.: In
this case, a horizontal inteiface can exist at’ a ,
distance from the producing interval.

The preceding obs.srvacions can be concisely
stated a+ follows: If water is a rest at infinity,
then a horizontal interface and a horizontal, ir-
rotrmional (non-zero) oil flow cannoc both exist. .-

The preceding discussion for flow in che cwo-
dimensiotd system, leads to ‘several “pertinent
comments chat could. ‘be made regarding flow
in a radiaS system. The change of pressyre with .
respect to radius dpldr in, the. radial system is
inversely proportional to,the ra”dius I/r. ~is.means ~- “ .“
that at a large dist&c6 from the wellbore, the
pressure. gradient wotr~d be “extrSrriely small. ‘This .. . ; ...
pres.sixe gradient is even ‘smaller fot che case
&hei& , the well has only partial. ~enefsation into .~’
the fluid-producing section- of. the reservoir, This ,;~ -..”
indicaces that while ic is impossible to avoid the ;)
exi sren ce of a finite slope of the oil-water cotitrtct,
superimposing a flow system by fluid iojection at . ~~ .
the wellbore ~an be effective as a means for “water- “ :
con.+ ‘suppression. Th~ slope w&ld be’ S1ightl y ,
in-creas~d at,- a distance from’ the wellbote due-to -- ---
this increased fIow, but it would be of negligibI~ ,; ;
magnitude. This increase of slope would satisfy
the r&quirement tha~, if. the oil is flowing, then .’
either a slope of “the water-oil interface must ‘exist. “’.
or the water must flow to the producing ‘interval, -

SHAPE OF THE” WATER CONE
..

,,

AnaIycic solutions fqk ‘fie .~ape of the water cone”, ~ “
where no water -is flri$-ing have ,~ppeared’ reciwttly -. > --
in che literature. Karp, Lowe’ and Marusov~ hive
deveIoped an expression for”water-cone shape’ in ti--

: radial system with partial penetrryiop ‘of rhe oil ‘ : 4 r “
zone?, The. auc~hors~had. a[so .deri,yed the eqauwion
independently m s hghtly different form:
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Interestingly,’ the predicted cone shape does
not give an exact representationof the cone shape
observed “in the radial model water-coning experi-
ments of this study. The lack of ~greement between
the observed and calculated cone shapes .may be
traced to. a very limiting asstirnption made in the
development of, the cone shape, equation, Eq. 2.
It was asswned that the production of oil was due
to the pressure gradient in the. radial direcrion ~.. . ..- . .
In the vicinity of the well, where the producing
interval only parriall y penetrates the oil-bearing
.secrlon, ,the actual flow has an important. vertical

. component. The exact solution would, then, of,
course, consider the vertical pressure gradient also.
A di~ect” analytical solution may not be possible
where the vertical pre ssute gradient is also con-
sidered.’ :

Karp, et al, have also developed an expression
for the water cone shape in a two-dimensional
system: i, f

,

(&2’– D2) (re -r)
z. b- ~2;

,t re -9-W

. . . . . i. ‘“l.”””””””” ““ ● (3).

,’

C6mpstison .oI the shape of t~e cone to that ob:
tained in the two-dimensional coning studies by,

-—..-.—

,.

respectively, In sand. re servo~s, the horizorital
permeability may be ‘fr~m 2 to+ 100 times the per-
meability in the vertical direction,

In this study, the shape of ‘the water cone., with
and. without fluid injection, has, been. treated by
using a two-dimensional model and a radial model.
The primary advantage of a titodel -study is that
complex flow configurations may be investigated
and, fluids of differing densities and viscosities
“maybe used. No analytic expressions which permit
a solution of the formulated probIem are availabIe
at the present. time. .,,

,,
WATER CONING” STUDY WITH-’THE

HELE - SHAW MODEL
-,. . ,

. THEORETICAL BASIS AND .“. ,.
SCA~ING FACTORS ‘ ‘ #

,, !.

<‘Basically, the H,ele-Shaw g~l O model consists/
of two closely- s~aced psraIleL-plates. The analogy
i,s b a’sed on the corre spdndence bet ween the fIow”
of fluid ti-gough a porous media and the Iarninar
flow of s viscotis fluid between the two closely-
spaced plates. cThe principles of viscous flow
an alog~ are well known. For very low” fluid, veloc-
ities between paralleI plates, the velocity distri-
bution is paritbolic, The, mean velocity across the
interspace;: is proportional to the pressure gradient
so that ., 3

z-..

K
models’ shotvs reasonably. good agreement bf the

,. ,’. general shapes. ““ J ‘“‘,.
The authors think that a more nearly correct

I..
ap “_k- dP

“v.% = --+ -
,, ax:”v y=” F

shape. of ihe water cone for., the radial ;,and two- -’.7
dimensional cases co~d be obtained, by a trial- .-The “continuity equation in the x: pl?ne. is., ~J
and-error technique, The case where”a producing ,
water-oil ratio is present could’ also be treated. au~_._,+‘ aVy

..
=0

The procedure, would .be’ to assime a qone shape’ ,” dx ay
by - using the cone shape equation, of Karp, et al, ~ “.

E“- ‘
as a first approximation. Since, the pre ssjke” must Therefore: . ,.

1> be zero on the oil-water contact and I\long ‘ihe~
.,

., ,,

I
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I
entiie cone shape, the use of Bernouilli>s”’ equation . . .. ., z..

. ..’,-,- would permit- the calci~lation of the. actual preksure”
-,:-dzp ;+- --~~’ SO , , , , , ; .

. (4}
in both the oil ‘and water sections at the oil-wak&” dx2 ‘ “ .8Y2 .

‘.
=) interface, If the calculated. values in the oil an’d

1----, ,-
;water sections’ do not Lagree” at tlie contact, then where ‘x ad” ~‘ refer’ to”-tlie rect”srigulsr coordinate-

,,. . ‘die “interface vikxdd be ‘adjusted” by trial-and-error system, - The pressure is then analogous CO the

until the solution for the cone shape resulted. velocity ~potentiZd .of an irrotational flow system.

When the position of the cone, had.been established, “ The- rxoblem treated in this stuiik Involves the

then “relaxation ~techniques could be applied to
1% determine the ‘potent ial and streamlines of the flow

.

in both the water and oil sections, If “req~ed. ”It :
,.

.. .
. . . “slvitld be possibld to ‘treat the case wliere oil’ or’ “”

water i.4 injected in the, same ‘wellbore tb suppress ,, .----- ---
<

water ?coning. The above suggested trial-and-effor <-

techjjiq~ has not. beeit used in this study. ~ t
,.,

...-

.; It should glso -be possible -to extend the above ~,“- , ;3m .“~v O“m . ,~p ‘. .+=.;
!. rrial-and-erior tecfinique to, the. case where the qOm = —1~. : ~:,.. ‘},._..:..,—-:.~r_ ->~fi.Q2:’~f-fi&&hJi&Q”Kt=~J_&&@ti@<~*+ili.E~,. .~;~.. ~ @:j_..:L& -- ‘“’- -- -- ‘ :,=-

Vm-.
;... -–+4s .=..--—

~.> . is” irgt ~uriity. This directional property may be
--- .,———- .–-—-. .,.

YQ “’p@ ““3:’ “‘1
~..”> taken @to acco.gnt”by graphing .witli the horizontal,

-= W3P .
~op.,J

f: : ,.* :. &Wmeti,iiori5~reduce$...f?y’ zhe factor ~kv /kb, k ~
J-
$..: *A.=’ and k.b are-the vertical and horizontal permeabiIities,
{..----.*-. ,..: -. ;,.- . >,-.= &
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simult~eous flow of two liquids -~-segregated “by
gravity. forces, The permeability (expressed in
dat’ties) ‘is the same in either of rhe. fluids, w2/12,
where w is the plate spacing- irr cenr+neters. The
equation for flow between two closely-spiced
parallel plates may then” be written four- times:

., .,.,.,,, .) .”’

~, ,, .,-1
. .-.. I
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$/J3 Ym Pwm ‘ -Ap Similarly, the ‘corresponding equation for’ the
9= —,

wm 12 vwm , drsa prototype is:

., Pwp [1Pop-Pwp . ‘. ● , ,

bD PWD ‘dp ‘c’” ‘“ ‘P = 2P. -ZP , ,(9)
qup”= W3D > Pap Pop ,.

12 v Wp ,drp
,,

Imposing the cohdicion that the watkr-oil ratio with ‘-
the corresponding producing rates be ..equal in the

model and the prototype, it follows directly that:ll

,’.,:
k~~m = ‘u@ ’.,,,,.. (6).
vQm ~op

.,”

‘In Addition, the pr~ssure along “the interface must
be the same in either, fluid, therefore:I

f“ ~

PS4L.(Tmi ~) + Ptum g~m = Pm (rmt‘m = ~j

. . . . . . . . . . . . . ● .*.* . .. (7)
,.

. .

Pom (rm, z)+ pam g(zm “- ZJ + pSUm gZm =

pm(fm,Zm=o) . . . . . . ..”l ., (7?)

Combining and rearranging’ Eqs. 7 “and 7a (noting
that, .po = p ~ if capillary pressure is. negkxted).

results iii: J “) i ‘“
.-,. . .

),;
..
-, P ‘t-win

,[ 1

Pod - Pwm
.- z .Zm-zm . . . . .
Pom m

(8)
Pom ~~ ,;

>

‘ It follows dir~ctly that the choice of the liquids
will be controlled by the relation: 7

Since a $,kapillary interspace between the two.
plates is involved, the capillary rise musi be
considered. 11 I-16wev&, because the thickness’ of
the oil and water sect ions were much larger than
the capillary rise, the capillary effect proved to
be negligible @ the experiments conducted. No
attempts, tikre made to scale the-length and width,
of the model, Cowsideracions ii potentidl flow
th,eory indicated that a length 4JJ5 times the height
‘should result in nedrly horizontal streamlines at
the comparable distance from the wellbore. The
model performed a,s anticipated in this respect.

The specific gravities of the oil and of the water
used in the model were 0,826 (39.8° API) and
L 0078, respective y, with corresponding “viscos-
ities. of 2.18 and 0.90~ cp. ‘The calculated value’.
df VWJVOW was 0,349. Tl$s is a typically ‘average
value, tu be found in the prototype. Similarly, the

val;~ of[po~pw] m . “’ .is -0.143, an average .val~e
. . . .. .

to be found in oil reservoirs with a water-bearing.>
section”, , ““
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reservoir oil of 4:1,. .Produdtion was at a point. - -
sink at the extrems ‘top M the producing interval.
Curve A outlines’ the- coae shape for zero oil
injection and a water-oil ratio of 0,682. Curves ,B
through E show the observed .cone shapes for oil ,

: injection Fates of 4.4, 9.3( 21.8 and 3007 per’ cent, ‘
respectively, of the total oil producing rate. Note

-.

that Cuive E depicts the cone shape witii complete,,
=rppreqsIOn Of the water product~on. Fig. 8is~

‘
I

marizes the data showing the influence 0$ ;he - “
injection oil viscosity for, viscosity ratios of 1,
4 and 10:1. The increase in ‘injection “viscosity ,<
is equiy~ lent to reducing’ rhe permeability by- . ,
the sam&’”factor in the area through, which: the ,.

,>

,Oti ,, ,., ,.
,,. .

.:,

/

.,
-,.y .–_.—.7._.–-

.(
,, ,,

DESIGN ,OF THE. MODEL ; “’ .

Fig, 6 is a schematic drawing of the I-iele+haw
model cohscructed. Two pieces of 1A in. thick
place j#as& 60 in. long by 20 in. high, w’ere used.
Close spa}ing was accomplished along the top
and, bomo~i edges with a cellulose acetzite strip
3/8 in. wide and 0.015 in. thick. In addition~ % in.
chick plexiglas plates with appropriate gaskets
wer~ placed on”both sides o.f the glass plates. The
putpose of these pl~tes was to provide a plexiglas-
gliiss arinulat space to contain fluid subjected

to ,app?oxirnately the same head as the fluids
flowing within the ,glass plates. ‘This’ procedure
was found CO’be necessary to accurately control
the .s@acing between the-glass plates. and. to avoid
breakage.

Oil and water- ent~red the right-hand. side-of tie,
model through a plastic ,end, piec’e, Two smaller
end pieces, compris~d the prsint of’ injection and
the pioducing interval on the left’ side of the model.
The model then represents the right sid~ of t%‘two-
dimensional. system?

Tap water’ and. No. 2 fuel oil ‘were used in the
flow tests, To rnjnimize capillary effects due to
inteif aciaI tensiott, 0.01 per cent by weight sodium
hexametaphosphate was added. A dark biue oil-
soliMe dye was added to the fuel oiL Viscous
mineral oiI wiis uskd to increase the viscosity tif
the fuel oil for injection purposes.

,,

EX;ER.IMENTAL -PRO.CEiURE ,’. .
,, .-., .,

A don{ Shape was established, ”for. a particul,?r
inle~:cone height by adjusting tlie incoming oil and
water,;rates.- This established a particular water-oil
ratio, Aft& the cone shape and stsfid-pipq .pre$s we sq
bad \stabilized, which required froirr 30 mintites to
2 ,h ~,s, the fIiJw pattern in the model was. photo-

13,,grap ed, ThS tests.. normally involved injection of
fLui~: at a point below the producing it@~al. To
rnainiain,jthe inlet-cone heiglk ‘coristantt a specific
irt ject ion rate was matched* by a =corresponding,
increase in. the -total fluid~’’producing ratei The
total !fluid prodt:~~ed then consisted of. the reservoir
-oiI p~oducing rate (always held constant throughout

A , , J ,
-,,....,”. ,,, ..,,,,1 “., 0.., m,,,. - *O*

I

FIG. 7 — WATER CONE SHAPES _TWOJ@ENSIONAL ‘.
MODELj$ IN. INLET CONE HEIGHT, INJECTION AT
MID POINT, VISCOSITY RATIO.. OF lNJ~CTED TO ,

RESERVOIR OIM’= 4,

ib-
.....-k ,-,,... Netq. /71.1 011” /#1c5. 011

m .
0.?85 ...

l!.:’

0+’ 0.500 “ 4

9.764~,~ . p 10 , “

-. :, r

. .
,,

●

,.
., ,, ----

. .

;

l\”\.:-
\

..-”> ~

a- teit series); the-injected. oil and ~the fesulcing v’” - \

0,, . .. . ..

water:,., The. resulting net w.atrw-oil .,ratio was C+ 6 ‘‘ - ‘ .
.

‘cular+d from the, water producing rate and the ~
~eser~oir oil producing rate (note that the’ injected z “

\

>’.

~ oil- isi opt included), The cone sh~es were photo- ,?

-----

>.
.,,

, J
,

,.
graphkd~

PRE&N.TATION OF DATA AND ‘
.,.,: 0;2[”\ , ‘. \ -L.”<. ...

,’
‘“&&T~3 -’- ,“ -’-”’- “,, -’ .-, :

““11’“’k;-””-’-A: ~otal of 18 different test series,~ were made., , .,
with the ~ele=Shaw model.” De&ils on each of these’ “~

r.’””” ‘-.,I

..... .. . . . ...

‘} -.. . .
->

I
are av’~ilable. as noted in the bibliography. Some, ., .“: \i

“of they te&s,’tiiIl b&,,di~ctt5ised’ in ,abbieviated form,” - 0 “ ‘“”’
l+,” . ‘ ----‘...’ .,,. . . .- +.,{ ..

traces the water cone shsnes At a con’skant “ne? nil” 171G.‘1- CURVES TO ILLUSTRATE’ THE lNFLUENt33
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injected fluid flows. As ‘might be expected,
BmaNer volumes of oil. are required to reduce
the net, water-oil ratio as the ratio of the viscosity
Df the injected oil to reservoir oil is increased.
The plotted points of Fig. 8 ‘do not follow a smooth
curve. This is probably because of the sensitivity
of the model to small pressure changes.

A second factor of importance in the injection
of fiuid to control ,water coning is the position of
the point of fluid” injection. Fig. 9. shows the net ~
producing water-oil rstio “for var$,us oil ihjection
rates wit~, the ~osition of the pom~. of injection as
a parameter. Curves A and C Hhiswe tk =1 @ive.
effects of. oil injection rate on the” net prqducing
water-oil ratio. where the net oil produci~8 rate
was, held’ constant, at ‘-lh53 cc/’se,c. It was found
that complei~. suppression of. wate~ cOni& ‘was
not pos’sible ‘ac the net producing rate of 0.63
cc/see with injection at the 7/8th point (Curve C).)’
Further increase in injection rate would have inte~
fered With the producing rste. Curve B corresponds
to the lower net oiI producing rate of 0.398 d-
with in jection of oil at the 3/4th point of, the
formation. ‘

Fig.” 10 depicts the e~fect ‘}of the inlet! cone
height where the oil injection was at ‘the 3/4 point
of the reservoir. Due to model Iimit?tions ~ & wss
necessary to charige @e net’.oil producing rate wi*
each change in- the inlet cone height. “From the
test seriess it can be stated that as the oii leg
thickness became smaller, increasing” amoun?~ of’.
injection dij were required !or th’k. s~e reduction

““N Cur4* C-.lni*ction 01 ?18 Point

“ 0.6 3. Naf 4. - 0.630 CC/$#C

““””””kJ
,..j

A’ ‘,.,s . .

““A-
0, A
:

: 0.;
‘, “’<\J -’ ,’-.. . .-.

0.- ‘ .

\

.4
.-. . . . .

,.
,- ,

:.
.,

;., .
,,.

s > .C>i

.s-

\ \.’

,.

x\ “-” .

~og’}.--Ah?,.
&,\\\’ ,

(’. ,

...

.-

i

in tie net producing water-oil ra~io (for the same “
position of the. injection point).

Fig, 11 sets out the cone shapes observed when
production waa t@ough a “finite” interval above
a simuiated cement pancake. The purpose of this
teat series was to determine the effect of increasing
the size of the producing intervai. Curve A repre=
sents the cone shape’ obtained’ for a net oil pro= . .

ducing rate of 0.63 cc/see. This producing rate
was held, constant throughout ‘the test series.
Curve B shows the cone shape obtained for an
ihjection of 51.2 per cent of the tot ai oil produced. ,-
The viscosity ratio was 1:1. The net pro~irig
water-oil ratio was~ reduced from. 0.498 for zero :
injection. to 0.37. Corpparison d the results- to .3

.a. :. ., 20’. 40

~ S x.ctt intb~cOn* height

Nat ’40 = 0.630 cc fsec..”

---% “’’”

‘y
:,,.,;

>.:.
~,.,,i . ..0
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FIG( IO—CURVES TO ILLUSTRATE THE INFLUENCE
OF INLET CONE HEIGHT — TWO- DIME~SIONAL ,:

.. MODEL, INJECTION ‘AT 3/4 POIF$T .OF INTERVAL, . - .
..! RATIO OF” INJEC2ED TO RESERVOIR.qIL vk3cOSITY . . ..
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FACTORS . !,

Radial flow ‘in oil reservoirs c&-t be~represented
in laboratory models if proper scaling procedures

‘less groups ntices~~y to effect Such a scaling of’

-... ,. -- ,
Dimensionless well penetration, th~ third gee- ~ ?

metric pitrameter, is 0.0625 for the ?4 in. broducin~ . *

‘,,. ~. .“”. ” “

o,”.,,‘. ,= .,
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those where no psncake waa pe&vents shows that Four geometric p~ameters rue of interest in this
for the conditions ,of the experiment, 0.63 c~lsec study. The first of these ia the dimensionless well
tiet oil producing rate and 0.597 net producing spacing. The equation is given in Table 1. Since
water-oil ratioi an injection rate of 51,2 per cent a homogeneous sand pack waa used, t$e horizontal
resulted in a net water=oil ratio “of 0.37. ” These and vertical values of Ihe permeability are eqtid
J=*- :~,-l:fi=,~ ,hnr 1:rrle h.-~efit from the presence For a model welhto=well spacing of 36 in., and sn .-

of the pancake was observed for comparable injection oil pay thickness of 8 in,, the resulting value of the
,. ‘,,rates:, dimensional well spacing is 4.5. ‘

“The second geometric paramkter considered is”Cwves E, D, and C ~f ,Fig. 11 preaenf the cone
shapes observed for injection rittes of 13.9, 30*9~ the dimensionless well radius. In the mode!, the
G,~A Z< I? ,+ ~h- A: ~ viscosity ratio oil as a per screene+ opening tQ the wellbore of 0.04 in, for the
cent of the total oil producing rate, T’he injection 45° #ie-shaped radial. section, results &_ta Wellborer

rate- of 35,8 pet cent was sufficient c~ completely radius of 0,048 i,n. The dimensionless expression is .,:

suppress the water production. For ~he kase where
;).‘ “ recordpi In Table 1. Since the vilue-of h is B in.,

no pancakci was “used; a.n injection r~e of 47*9 the dimensiotdess well radius is cakdated to be “-.
per cent was ,successful ‘-in reducing the net prm-
ducing water-oil ‘ratio from 0.597 to f?.111. A slight
advantage. over the case without’ the pancake is
.observed where ‘the pancake configuration is ua&L

.,.
interval of the model. - ~ –;

,’ ~~ It can b? observed f?om Fig. 11 that as the injection The foytth parameter used to describe the gkomefry “’:
rate was. increased, the water cusp, tended to move ‘of the system indicated the position, of the ‘paint . ..
upward on tfie producin~ interval thus. making it of fluid injection as a fraction of the thickti$’as of -J
difficult to suppress the water cone. ~the oil producing interval. This ,has been ,caHed

‘ lD and is a ratio of “c to” b where’ c is the disr~nce ‘
WATER CONING STUDY WITH THE RADIAL ‘ from the top, of ‘the bil pr~ducing section to ‘the

MODEL --=) centerline of the injection intervaL In” thi radial
THEORETICAL’ BASIS AND SCALXNG model, thfee experi~e,ntal values of lD were ‘used, “‘;

0.156, 0.281 s+nd 0.469. For completeness, J“an
auxiliary value of rhe dimensionI,ess depth lD could i‘“;
be,, used. This. would be a dimensionless measure :
of the ,dista-nce from the bottom “of the producing

“are followed-. The Physical and dyriarnic ‘dimension- ‘ ““interval to the centerline of the point ‘of injection ~~ “’ t .’
‘.. .

(C -~. FOI the three’ injedion interv~ls used, the”’ “,(
,;, a lab&at&y model to a field prototype. have.. been mdues of l,’D are 0.094, 0,219 and 0.406.

adequat ety report ed in the literature.* *I 13 Snd will
,.’

Table 1 summarizes: values of ,fhe scrtiing pa- ‘‘ ,,
not be developed here. If the val,tiey of the pertin”~nt”
dimensionless groups formed “from Che variables

ramet,~rs calculated for the radial ,rnodel. It in’di~ties ,
the possible prototype values of the dimensionless ‘“ ...

of the system sre’ ‘Hw same for a model atid for groups and prgsents the equatioh$of. the parameters, ‘“-
-a proto~pei then the niodel. is properly scaled. ‘b~

. ,It follows= -that., the :.results of experimencsi,made THE RAl$AL MODEL

.~ith ‘a properly scaled model in thk!aboratofy can “ Fi& 12 ‘is a skgich of. th~ }~adial model. .~J-ie “’””~‘:.’-
? be interpreted %-a. measure 6f field performance. . geornecry of the wellbore wa.+>accurately fixed by ,
. - Since-the pIan wasi to study the-effect “df injection -- using. two .1 x 2 x 12 -in, plexigk.” pieces. A- .“.- :

on cone” shape and the resulting net ‘producing’ taper of 22.5° was mill$~ inio both’ ,pieces, then’
water-oil ratio ‘in a radial model amtaining uncon” producing and injecting intervals were prepared % o
solidated sa~dt’ the complications of relhtive .~. ‘ that. an opening of 0,04 in. intro the model re,sidted. ~ ,?
permeability and capillary effects were. av6ided by Th& twci piece-: are,.,held together .a<$’fa~$enesl’ ~o. ,:, ‘.. :”

,.

the use of miscible” fluids. These fhi% will be the’ ~ides of the. model with machine screwsl A ~.
discussed in a following” section~.it. is then evident neoprehe gasket, cut to’ fii:,the t~pr. compleled. the . .!:,
that the only dynamic parameter necessary CO model.., ,’”. ..’..
r.hnea~e-rize the syst~m would be a ratio of the ~. It should be noted that the model is inverted ‘,7 ““’
gravity and viscous forces. Henley, et al, 14 suggest. from the system found in the field. This experimental p.>

-that -such~a rat io.would tiave -A dirnensici-tless .vaIue- –. piacedut~. ,w*. necess,qry. to- insurk that,.the. sand.’ ~..”.;.
~; .’ ranging from O co i,000 in the field. “.Values of 2.9 pack in the vicinity of the producing and injectirig.. .

to 3.9 of t~is-p:rameter were”.st”udied in the pres~nt - Points be tight .snd uniform, -Pressure applied to ~
:-. ,

rad~al modeL ., .,, . . “rise top of the: ‘model above the neopieg,e.disphragm< .,. -., ,.,.. . . .
!.1. ---- ..-= made certain “’that. the pack rern~~aed ,tighti And~ecauge the fIuids ,ysed.jp,the.rno&l .Wqe “m~?$;- , .. .. .

c’ibie~ the ,rhobi~~y-~atio was directly’ proporrionsl to
——..’—. .. .—.:-:,.<:

that– no-charifieliiig” “fluids- acE6A+”.the “tdp occurred .,
_$Fipg.t.k!..!es!i-., ~.-%.-2.,=,;2 :.-:-.:. ‘~.: ~.,: ~L, .-. . .;’...:<F,,<:~

+ ~h$::-G&-Cd?+5e&xn-tW$tiodel::~-&"i&:dkx~Cs:?~&zTrom-:-,&-+::*_jb “. .=. --” “. . ...”
‘p+arneter” from 0.1 to 10 could be. encputtt&eil. The .@ to .200 rndsh. with an. average. mesh “size ~f 110;. ; ‘; ‘;;

The apecif;; ;syrface calculated: on a unit .por~;,: .. “~- ;fluid system..use,d’ “iii the’ @clel had a ~rnobili$y” .. .
.-volume basis of the- sand ‘was 942 sq cm/cu cm. ,.~~-’--’ ~~~g~~~o-df’l.zl,” ““:’ ,’ o. : _’ .,,”: ““

., .~. ,- ,,.,.
..-”-. .—.’ ”---- “.+.. . ....-. . . . .:e, -. —. w.... ... .... . ... . . . ... .. . .. .- -..=..,.- :-:~.m:......,.7 -. .}...-. ..: .,; ......’::. .- - ....”------- ,. ..--”,. :. .. .;. ...?’‘:.x”
fi‘DECEMBEt& 1963 -L:.- ‘~,- <-~. ‘-- ‘: ;- ,’. ,-IT + .7-;,--:-:. ‘.--.-; ‘-t- ::- T ‘+1-,; 7-- :-.-” ‘-’: ;= ‘ ;’-”-?–.–’;-.: .+;’-- ? 7’ ‘- Z_&: .<-7” ‘-?.2?: .--L’ “.:;+ .+

{ .-... ~ ,...’ .,.... :’ .,.., . .:.:-::,, :2, J=; .: :..-..:, --- ;.: “, . .. . ., ,.--..+, .-:. .:.: ..- :..:::,:.:-.:.. . . .. . ‘ . ....: .-”~... -.” .......=. ._—..-:.: :-. ~.”.. .. -...-=.- ‘.. —---- .—>.-.
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Using a porosity of 30 per cent, ‘be value of specific
surface and Kozeny’s equation for a well-rounded
unconsolidated sand, a permeability of 30.6 darcies
resulted.

The sand tias packed wet using avibratorand”a
small tamping rod, Uniformity of the sand pack
was evident from the even a+wtce o! a colored
fluid front through the model with continued inj~b-’
tion. ,. .,

DWing the. tests, cwo poiitive displacement pumps
were used to puinp che ‘fluids corresponding to the
reservoir’ oil,. and the injection fluid. Since the
modd was inverted as cornp{ared to the prototype,
the c%esetvoir oil *t was admitted at th$lbottom of
the back of the model. Because the’- producing
interval waa not at the bottom of the model on the
left-hand side; ‘the injected fluid was .introiiiuced
at a higher point. :,

In order to avaid the complications’ of selati’ve
permeability y and c,apiHarY presaute phenomena,
miscible fluids were used. These fluids were tap
water and salt water. The tap water had a specific
gravity, of 0.998 and a viscosity of 0,894 cp while
the salt water had a specific gr?vity ’of’ 1.095 with
a’ viscosity of :1.082 “cp. J’)11,~easurements were
taken at a constant laboratory temperature of 76F.

To facilitate observation and photography ‘of fhe
resulting torte. shapes during, the tests, the, ~salt
water, which corresponds co’ the reservoir oil in
this inveited -,system, was ‘colored with brilliant.
blue food cploring, . A ‘small ‘ amount of mercuric
chlotide was added to control any ‘possible growrh
of al~ae.

.,
,., ,,

,->

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

To avoid confusing the reader,’ the procedure
will be foutlined as if. the system were not -inverted
and: as if the salt water used were really reservoir
oil. , . .

Since the sand in the model was Dacked wet.
the svatem wa,. ..
completely free of any residual , air saturation.
Reservoir oil waa ‘then” admitted to the model ‘until
the tap water had bikn displaced to the desired
inlet cone height. Throughout the tests, the inlet
cone height was 4 irr,’To maintain this cone height
with a p~oducing water-oil ratio from the producing
interval, water was introduced through an ,ad justable
needle val+e, A, stable coqp height would then be
e srabli#red undei dynamic fluid flow conditions.

“When the prea’aur~s and the cone” shape in the
‘syster$ had stabilized, an 8 to 20 hour phase of
each t,est ‘skries, the flow pattern was photographed
and the flow rates ‘record@,

After establishing th{ stable con:, the” tests
conducted involved the injection of reservoir oil
at a p“oint below the producing interval. The total
fluid prorjuced consisted of the reservoir oil, “the
injected oil and the resulting produced water. Since
all fluids were miscible, it was necessary to deter-
mine the’ per c~n~ of salt, water (the reservoir oil)
by mqans of density difference. ~s all the fluid
rates were then known, the net producing water-oil
ratio could be’ calculated from the water producing
rat e and- ,th& reservoir o;I producing rate (note that
the injected. oil is not included), A suitable basis
then existed for comparison to the water-oil ratio
obt)ained wit fiout injection, , ,t!

.’~ /
. :, z

j ‘ TABLk 1 ‘- SCALING PARAM~TERS FOR THE RADIAL MODEL AND THE PROTOTYPE

Dynamic Parameters
.. Redid Modal ‘ ,,-’ Possible Prototype**

(i) Gravity to W8eeus Force Ratio ‘‘

. .

., .>, ‘,,

, .* ,).. .,
q(pw-po)

Rx= _., ,, ~

... –-J .. .

. 4s .+. ,
2,

,,
‘ o to lrooo ‘

“.— , q~of %.fi >. . . ..
.... —-. —. . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . .

Rock & Fluid Propwty Parameter
,. .s ,“

.,

kp

(i} .Mobll[?y Rafia, M= = — ..”’ -1,21 “. . ,.. .
,.. ..-’. . fwb....”-”-

‘,

Gestiefrie Parameters : ..,

,.

‘r -
(i) Dimensionless Well Spicing, UD= f f . .“ Ii

4.5

,.- - .... .. .. . . -. .,5 .-

[

rw-” kv.: -
(ii) Dimensionless Wili’Ra&u%-rWD= ~ ~..

.- ... . . .
..!”

, (iti)’ ‘P!mensianlass. WOII Penetrathr; brJ = g i ‘ - Ih06~5

, ,.-,..... .,.,-.——-- —e -%---
.-

-—- .—.— --—— .. . . . . ... .—. .. . - -. — .-.. . ...=

(IV) Dimensionless Iniect!on, In = K
,. 0,:156 to 0.469

I

.“
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EXPERIMENTS CONDUCTED AND “ ; ~GENERAL DISCUSSION
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS A striking, and very important fluid flow’ feature

The purpose of this rest series was to determine can be obs&ed by ~omp-aring the cone shapea of

,~ ,:
‘ 0 ... . / .

. ...,, ,.. $/ .
-, .,

“““?,:,.—..=—..—..——.-—.——.—..-.......__,.—-...—---.--..—————...-—-.—------.-———-—.,-.
I

the shape of the stable water cone for the model,
to determine the change in cone shape with fluid
injection;. an’d”to ascert~ln the re~u~ing net water-
oil ratios for various oil injection rates. Fig, 13
ahowa theresulting cone shapes. Curve A represents
the interface between the oil and water for stable
fibw conditions with zero oiI injection and a net.
oil producing rate of 0.13 cc/aec. Curves B, C and
D show the resulting cone ahapea for injection rates.
ok 11.43 .34.4 and 50.7 per ~entj respectively, of the
total oil producing rate, ~~

The upper ‘curve of Fig, 14 is a plot ‘of the ‘net
producing wat r-oii’ ratio ~S the oil injection Jrate

ias a per cent ~f the total oil producing rate corre- i
spending ~o the ,“mc+l configuration of Fig. 12.
h can be observ~d that while a significant reduction
in the producing water-oil rat~o was effected by the
injection of a “1:1 ~iacosity rat”io of injected and
reservoir oils, the point of oil injection was roo
,1O*. !

The middIe and lover curves of Fig. 14 corre- :‘
spend to model configiirations where the point of
oil injection haa been moved closer to the pr~ucing
interval. It can be observed that injection at the +
,Mgher points has been more effective in reducing
the water-oil ratio for a. given rate of oil injections
In addition,’ the cross-sectional area through which
the water ‘must move has been reduced with increased. . .../
oil. injection rates. ,.
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Figs. 5 and 13. A marked similarity- ia evident in
c?ne shapes and injection profiles in the einalyticall y
derived and experimentally determined flow systems.
It might have been expected thar the cone in the radial
sya tern wouldha?e been very steep ih slope near the
producing interval. ~ii was not observed. The above
obse~ation indicates thatthdresults of analytical

treatments Of thd water coning problem in two-
dimen~io;s have qualitative application to the radial
system most often encountered in the field prototype.

The, situation ia a fortuitous one since a ~adial
system is most difficult. to treat either, in the lab-
oratory or by analytical means. The positioning of
impermeable barriers “or pancakes -is very difficult
in a radial .syatem. “The system muse be unpacked,
rhen repacked. Invaria+{y, the system would be
substantially altered and correlation of the tesr
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., results to previous tests could not Fe made. Studies
,,,;,. conduct4d using the Hele-Shaw model do not have

t~s disadvantage.

The concept of fluid, injection to suppress or

partially suppress” water.coning should be directly
applicable to field operations. The formation type,
che condition of the wellbor~, and the formation
fluid chsracterisrics will havec an, all important
“beering astowl@~$r,such a project would be woik-
able on an ind~vidusl lapplicatiorr basis.,; It m’ay
bereadilyobs~rved that the fluid uqed for inj~ction
need not be rdservoir oil. The fluid could be res-
ervoir oil treated with. a compound to increase’
viscosity. Smaller voiumes of oil would then be
required to reduce the net water-oil’-’ ratio. The
intiiease in injection fluid ~iaco~’ity is equivalent
to reducing the permeability by th~ same factor
in the ties through which die injected fluid flows.

Reinfecting produced salt water, to effect cone
suppression should be both feasible and advisable
in some formations. Where’ a ,salt, water disposal
weIl is. re quired, this approach ‘to water disposal
end suppression of water coning: might be attractive
economically. The viscosity of the salt water
couId be increased by chemicql” means when neces-
sary. >. ,

>.
CONCLUSIONS

From the analytical development and experimental
work of rhis study,s che following conclusions
may ~e drawn in regard,to fluid injecrion as a mesns

,.

.,
of presenting or partially preventing y?$er coning
in oil wells. ,.

1. The use of two-dimensions 1model techniques
,permits qualitative conclusions regarding water
coning behavior in a’ radial system.

2. ,The smallest water-oil ratio will reauh when
the smallest possible producing interval, consistent
with the required fIuid producing capability, is
plpced at the top of the oil zone.
‘ 3. The net producing water%il ratio for a given

oii, producing rate” can be reduced by the injection
of fluid. More benefit is derived if the injection fluid,
is more ~isc”ous than the reservoir oij, or ‘if a zone
of reduced. permeability exists in the vicinity of the
#oiiit of fluid injection.

4. For a given-net oil producing rate, the”optimum
, point of fluid injection will be the point closest to

the bottom of the producing irteerv’kl that does not
interfere with the desired oil’ producing ratei This
means that for higher net oil producing races, the
point” of injection shotild be moved downward for
maximum efficiency in water “cone suppression+

5. The same cone shapes,yand net producing
water-oil ratios will result regardless of the se.
quence of operations foilowed, “as long as’ sufficient
time has elapse’d for steady-state conditions to be
reached. This meatis that no advantage resulted.
from irritating fluid injection before the water cone
was developed or vice versa (see Re f, 5).

6. When no fluid is injected, the water cone ‘
shape is virtually independent of the .gil producing”

, rate (See Ref; 5), ‘ - “
,.
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7. The reduction in the net producing water-oil
ratio, attributable to the use of simulated pancakes,
waa minor in the model studies conducted.

8. The injected fluid will not be Ioat if the
fluid~s less dense than the connate dater of the
reservoir.

9, The. conformal mapping technique used for
the aitalytical treatment of the zero fluid density.
difference casp with fluid injection,’ should permit
qualitative - determination” of the fluid’ injection be-
havior and theaccruing benefits to be realized in
a rsdial system.

,.
‘NOi@NCLATURE .

a = Well-to~well distance, in. or ft, ..

c = Diatande from top of oil pay to centerline
of ‘rejection, poiht, in. or ft,

D’= Production interval, in. or ft,

lb’ = Diinensionleas injection depth, ,

u, v, w.= Velocity ,componenta in the. x; y, z dire% “.
,, tiona, respectively, f ~

v =’ Fluid specific gtavity,
Q = Dimenaiordess” flow rate,

L = Height of the system.
““\
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DERfVAmON: FLOW FROM bub-pOINT To
ADJACENT CORNER IN A CHANNEL “1

For determination of the complex potential, 3he
configuration patt’ern in the z-plane is transformed “ ‘ I
to the upp~r half ~f the t-plane., The t-pi:
that of flow away tkom a half-source at rhe origin to

.1

a half-sink at t + -1. Further tranbfoqnati~ns yield “ 1
-parallel flow in tin+infiriite strip. on die wpianei .-. .1-,,.
z-plane, to t-plane: ‘ .!.,’

Using the SC,bw&z-Ch~iatoffel theor~m, 1s t~e”’~
poiygon of the z-plane i+ transformed into the real
axis of the t-plane. The iwmsformation in integral ,
form is: ..-.

),< ..
I

.sU=E - dt, .,+~

(d-f)~rf (MM, (c-@~ (&t)~/~,
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (11)

ie .,”
where: E =’”’Re , a complex constant

. .,

a, b,’ c, ~ .ere real constmts in increasing.
order of size ,

. . %.13%y, I-..=sw+ +Nea of the p~tigon , ,
F = complex ,,conatant of integration firing

,. the,p&$ition of rhe origin.
Applying” Eq, 11 to the semi-infinite strip of the z-
plane, A js placed at - a in the t-plane, the’points,

‘:’ B and C at t = -1 and ;6= 1, respectively, and D - I
remains at t = a.Eq. 9 becomes:

.,

“’J
.,J

.?F.E &( .“ :K : ~ “f’” .’
~ l;tegrating Eq. 12“and’ evaluatklg E and F ro have ‘

valu~k- of.,L/m- and zero, resp~ctively, ~esults in -the =. . ..- .
trqlsformqtion et@atiori: . . ,.

...I~..<- . .-

t“=cosidy,. ;:. .’ .’”6 ● , ; :“...”. . (13) - I.-
... . . ..-..

t-plane to w-plane: . . .

The point I = O is regarded as, -a source with a -” ;
total flow .of 2Q of which half goes to. the upper half ““. .

. . of the t-plan~.~irnilarly, t =‘- 1 a-sink of the total -.
flow 2 Q. For this source-sink combination: , : ~~

.:.+ +,,,
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4= [ 1
~,ln COS2 ~ +sinh2 ~

, ,’

_+L=___—.. ___— — .. ——— —. . . . . . . . . . .._. ..___ —-. . ..—
.1:

. .

cosh =
W=gln’L . . ..o. .. (15)

cosh E~+”1

Taking the real and imaginary’ parts of Eq. 15 and
equating them to + and +,.respectkrely, results in

analytic e;pressiorrs, for the potential and stream
functions: - .:,

‘-Q
[{

~.in cosh ~ cos ~ + I
}

2

.1 . . .

+ sinh2 ~
,1

iy
Lsin2” —......L

>.

. ;17)
.,

.)

.,

.
‘1’

....,{
“,

!.. ‘W=++i$=$.h cosh[?+%1”

~osh[;+ ~]+ 1’ \ ’16)

“Equating ‘of rhe real and imaginary parts of the above
e quat ion after some algebraic maniptilat.ion results -Q ‘“’”; arctan . (m} -,. .
in the. following expressions:
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